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Water softener is no longer a luxury, nor could it be seen as an accessory that is seen as an option.
It is now a necessity that people buy water softener for their domestic consumption to ensure that
the water that they use is soft water, suitable for household purposes. And among the many names
in the business that have carved a niche for themselves are the leaders in the industry, the
manufacturers of Mercury Digital Softener. As the name suggests, the Mercury Digital Softener is
much more than just another water softener for your personal and household needs â€“ in an era
driven by technology and advances in systems, it has taken digital intervention to produce systems
and gadgets that are smart enough to process your requests based on your personal consumption
attributes and based on your unique sets of needs and requirements.

Take for example, the Mercury Digital Softener that has an 18 litre capacity and is controlled by
digital systems such as the digital valve. This is a vessel that is built specifically with the intention of
catering to larger households with high loads of water requirements. However, their being advanced
in technology takes ample proof right from the design stages, where the equipment is designed to fit
into small spaces despite its large capacity, using the option to load salt through the top. Further,
apart from catering to large households with space constraints, Mercury Digital Softener also comes
with minimal maintenance required, what with the single tank that would require regular
administration of salt. The 18 litre softener, for instance, would require around 2.8 kg of salt for close
to 2950 litres of water that is regenerated.

This varies from one Mercury Digital Softener to the other, based on their individual capacities,
which range from 10 litres to 23 litres. And true to its name, the Mercury Digital Softener features
the Digital Valve that is just what the household would require for ease of operations, apart from an
LED display that gives out clear information in precise format. The digital advancements also mean
the advent of easy-to-use push button programming that makes controlling your water softener, a
breeze. With stunning design, optimum performance and extended parts as well as service
warranties, Mercury Digital Softener could make the difference to the very essence of water
consumption and the way you may have looked at water regeneration and processing.  
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